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There it was, a blow-up “Finish Line” arch at the end of a long race.  After 7 hours and 5,000 of elevation 
gain, “Project Trail Race” was complete.   
 
After getting my medal, half banana and chocolate milk, I thought, is training for this race a project?  
YES, yes it is.  A project is a temporary endeavour to create a unique product, service, or result. 

• Temporary: starts when you hit the “Submit Payment” button and ends at the finish line 

• Unique: racing is a result, and every race is different.  Whether location, distance, and/or 
weather conditions, every race is unique 

 
Now that we’ve established training for a race is a project, let’s highlight some of the key phases. 

• It’s a Team Event: Without the support of family and friends, you probably won’t make the start 
line.  Engage your “team” early and set expectations up front. 

• Prioritize and Initiate: If you like racing like I do, there’s always more events than time.  
Prioritize those you plan to do and sign-up, so you’re committed. 

• Plan the Training: Going from couch to start line usually doesn’t work.  Create a training plan 
that fits your schedule. 

• Execute the Plan: With a plan in your pocket, it’s time to put in the miles.  Check off the days 
and track your progress. 

• Risk Mitigation: Mitigate your risks by taking care of yourself.  Stretch before and after training.  
Eat right.  If a pain pops up, handle it quickly! 

• Go-Live: Race Day!  You trained for this, now go out and enjoy it.  Enjoy the anticipation of the 
start, the experience of the race, and the celebration at the finish 

• Close-out: Ice the sore parts and take time to reflect on what went well, what didn’t, and what 
will be changed in the future. 

  
Next time you sign up for a race, treat it like a project!  These temporary endeavours will test you, but 
you got this! 
 
 
 
 
 


